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Special collections on college campuses are often part of the institution’s library system, 

curated by experts of traditional library archival materials without museum specialists on staff, 

textiles are frequently left to languish in “benign neglect”¹, delaying  further deterioration. 

  

How can librarians at small to mid-sized universities, with textile holdings of historical 

significance, responsibly care for this cultural legacy and engage faculty in embedding it into 

classroom curriculum?  How can faculty introduce undergraduate students to fragile objects 

that are waiting to be researched and/or conserved?  At Loyola Marymount University, we see 

such challenges as inclusive teaching and learning opportunities. 

  

Using LMU’s collection of California mission-era vestments, two seminar classes were taught 

engaging students in research, documentation, conservation, and identification.  These courses 

were co-designed following a grant-funded collection assessment of LMU’s entire special 

collections, which inspired advocacy measures to improve preservation of and access to the 

unprocessed collection. We developed an interdisciplinary partnership which included an 

expert conservator.  Our 2019 Spring semester class addressed condition assessments, micro- 

hepa vacuuming, photo documentation, and re-housing. 

  

The students worked with eight full sets of vestments and three copes.  Together we made 

historically significant discoveries, further unraveling the Nueva España past of this hidden 

collection. 

  



The proposed roundtable will discuss a partnership approach to pedagogy, research, hands-on 

learning and conservation.  We will share these successful outcomes.  Our student presenter 

notes “…by the completion of the seminar it was clear that I and the other students had

contributed something meaningful…I was selected to intern at the historic San Gabriel Mission

Playhouse as their Archival Costume Intern, using the skills I learned from the class to help 

preserve their nearly century-old costumes.” 

The LMU experience may provide a model for other librarian-curators and faculty to design 

innovative, partnered approaches to preserving our textile heritage. 
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